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Background-—Ventricular tachycardia (VT) causes significant morbidity and mortality. Implantable cardioverter-defibrillator shocks
terminate VT but confer a significant morbidity and mortality risk. Therefore, VT ablation is increasingly common. Patients with
structural heart disease (SHD) and patients with structurally normal hearts as well as the subgroup with and without ischemic heart
disease were assessed for predictors of mortality and nonfatal VT recurrence. We present the first multicenter, prospective German
VT registry.

Methods and Results-—In 334 patients, 118 structurally normal hearts and 216 SHD (74.5% ischemic heart disease), referred for
VT ablation in 38 centers, long-term follow-up was assessed for a minimum of 12 months and analyzed for factors predicting VT
recurrence rates and mortality. The VTs in SHD patients were more frequently hemodynamically unstable (34.7% versus 12.7%,
P<0.0001) or incessant (9.7% versus 2.7%, P<0.05). More SHD patients underwent substrate modification than patients with
structurally normal hearts who had more focal ablations. Ablation failure was 9% in both groups. Two-year mortality was higher in
patients with SHD (18.7% versus 3.5%, P<0.001). Predictors of mortality include age >60 years, incessant VT, left ventricular
ejection fraction ≤30%, procedural failure, and Class I and III anti-arrhythmic drug use at discharge. Only procedural failure is a
predictor of nonfatal VT recurrence.

Conclusions-—Procedural failure was the sole independent predictor for nonfatal VT recurrence for our study cohort. This
emphasizes the importance of a successful ablation procedure in experienced hands to reduce long-term mortality and nonfatal VT
recurrence. ( J Am Heart Assoc. 2018;7:e007045. DOI: 10.1161/JAHA.117.007045.)
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I t is well known that sustained ventricular tachycardia (VT)
is an important cause of morbidity and mortality in patients

with structural heart disease (SHD), particularly ischemic heart
disease (IHD). Previous studies have demonstrated that in
these patients, implantable cardioverter defibrillators (ICDs)
can terminate sustained VT episodes with antitachycardia
pacing and shocks1; however, shocks themselves, whether
appropriate or inappropriate, also confer a significant increase
in morbidity and mortality.2–4 The use of ICDs in combination

with oral anti-arrhythmic drug (AAD) therapy reduces a
proportion of VT episodes; however, it does so with variable
success and often with significant side effects.5–7

Catheter ablation for the management of VT is becoming
increasingly common, and in patients with life-threatening,
incessant sustained VT, it can play a critical role. Since the
introduction of catheter ablation of VT, many studies assessing
its efficacy in patients with and without SHD have been
conducted.8–12 However, several factors in this high-risk
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patient cohort continue tomake this a complex procedure, such
as hemodynamic instability, complex arrhythmia substrate,
multiple VTs, noninducibility, and uncertainty over the best
ablation method to undertake.13–16 Radiofrequency ablation
using an irrigated-tip ablation catheter in combination with a 3-
dimensional (3D) electroanatomical mapping system is most
commonly undertaken. However, the choice of activation-
mapping, pace-mapping, or substrate-mapping, endocardial or
epicardial or combined ablation, focal, linear, or substrate
isolation ablation techniques are VT and operator dependent,
and currently the best approach has yet to be defined.17,18

This is the first multicenter, prospective German registry of
VT patients to date. This VT registry is the largest so far, and
includes all patients who underwent catheter ablation for
sustained VT, but without a primary electrical cause, at 38
centers in Germany. Patients with structurally normal hearts
(SNH) and congenital or acquired SHD, including the specific
subgroup of patients with IHD were included in this database
and the procedural and 1-year clinical outcomes were
assessed for predictors of mortality and recurrence.

Methods

The German Ablation Registry
The German ablation registry is a nationwide ablation registry.
Participation in this registry was voluntary for both the patients
and the operators. A total of 55 German electrophysiological
centers agreed to participate in this prospective multicenter

registry including 38 centers performing VT ablation. The data,
analytic methods, and study materials will not be made
available to other researchers for purposes of reproducing
the results or replicating the procedure. The studywas driven by
the scientific interest of the participating hospitals and
supported by the Stiftung Institut fuer Herzinfarktforschung
(IHF) Ludwigshafen, Germany. All enrolled patients gave
informed consent for participation in the registry. Approval of
the ethical review board of the Landesaerztekammer Rhein-
land-Pfalz was obtained.

Patient Selection
Between April 2007 and April 2011, 334 patients who
underwent catheter ablation for sustained VT in 38 German
centers were prospectively enrolled into the registry. Patients
with SNH and SHD, including the specific subgroup of patients
with IHD, were included. Exclusion criterion was primary
electrical heart disease (eg, Brugada syndrome, long QT
syndrome, and arrhythmogenic right ventricular cardiomyopa-
thy). At the time of enrollment, demographic and baseline data
were obtained. Baseline patient characteristics are shown in
Table 1. Follow-up was scheduled to be performed with a
telephonic interview with the patient 12 months after ablation.

Ablation Technique
All patients included in this study underwent a catheter
ablation procedure to treat the clinical VT. No specific
instructions were given for inclusion into the study. Ablation
was performed according to the institutional standard of each
participating center. Both conventional mapping using entrain-
ment and pacemapping, as well as 3D electroanatomical
mapping using various systems, were performed dependent
on individual patient requirements. The type and techniques
of ablation were also as per the procedural/institutional
standards. Ablation failure was defined as inducibility of the
clinical VT at the end of the procedure.

Complications
Major adverse cardiac events (MACE) were defined as death or
myocardial infarction. Major adverse cardiac and cerebrovas-
cular events (MACCE) were defined as death, myocardial
infarction, or stroke. VT recurrence and adequate ICD therapy
were not considered a MACE. In addition, major bleeding
requiring intervention was considered a severe complication.

Clinical Data Collection and Monitoring
This registry was performed by the Stiftung IHF (Lud-
wigshafen, Germany) as previously described. It was

Clinical Perspective

What Is New?

• This study characterizes the patient population undergoing
ventricular tachycardia (VT) ablation in Germany in a real-
world cohort and reveals substantial variability with respect
to age, comorbidities, and VT mechanism.

• Predictors of mortality after VT ablation included older age,
worse left ventricular function, incessant VT, antiarrhythmic
drug use, and procedure failure.

• Procedural failure defined as inducibility of the clinical VT at
the end of the procedure was identified as predictor of both
mortality and nonfatal VT recurrence.

What Are the Clinical Implications?

• Predictors of outcome after VT ablation are highly relevant
for physicians’ and patients’ decision regarding the best
therapeutic options.

• The identification of procedural failure as the sole indepen-
dent predictor of nonfatal VT recurrence highlights the
importance of noninducibility of the clinical VT as a
procedural end point.
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responsible for project development, project management,
data management, and clinical monitoring and was the central
contract research organization for the study. Documentation
and data management were paperless and were carried out as
an Internet-based case report form system. The information
was transmitted from the sites via a secure socket layer. The
statistical analyses were done centrally at the biometrics
departments of the IHF using anonymous patient data. Follow-
up was performed by dedicated study personnel. The follow-
up was scheduled at 12 months from the index ablation
procedure. Contact was made via telephone interview with
the patients themselves. In case of unapproachable patients,
the registration offices were requested to ascertain the vital
status.

Statistical Analysis
The patient population is described by absolute numbers and
percentages with respect to categorical variables and medi-
ans with quartiles for continuous variables, and means with
SD for age for better comparison with published literature.

The distribution of binary or nominal categorical variables is
compared between patient groups by Pearson v2 test or by
Fisher exact test in case of infrequent events, and that of
metrical and ordinal variables by Mann–Whitney test. Odds
ratios with 95% confidence intervals were calculated for
binary variables. These results were calculated from the
available cases. The CHA2DS2-VASc risk score was calculated
from the documented patients’ characteristics according to
the European Society of Cardiology guideline.19

Considering the actual follow-up, all-cause death up to
2 years after discharge from the index hospitalization was
used for the survival analysis, censoring events that
occurred later. The follow-up duration was defined as the
time span from index discharge to the date of the follow-up
contact (ie, when information on the patient’s status was
obtained). Estimates of survival probability were calculated
with 95% confidence intervals by the Kaplan–Meier method,
demonstrated in curves (Figure) and compared by log-rank
test. Predictors of mortality after index discharge were
analyzed using Cox regression, and predictors of recurrence
of VT in survivors in proportional odds models using logistic

Table 1. Baseline Patient Characteristics (n=336)

Variable Total (n=334) SNH (n=118) SHD (n=216) No IHD (n=55) IHD (n=161)

Age, mean (y) 59.3�14.6 50.4�14.8 64.2�12.0 * 55.1�16.0 67.3�8.3†

Male 72.2% 50.0% 84.3%* 78.2% 86.3%

LVEF ≤30%‡ 27.6% 0% 42.0%* 29.6% 46.4%†

NYHA ≥ III 29.9% NA 29.9% 18.0% 33.5%†

Hypertension§ 53.1% 31.9% 63.5%* 37.9% 74.6%†

Diabetes mellitus 14.4% 5.9% 19.0%* 7.3% 23.0%†

Renal insufficiency§ 13.9% 0.0% 20.6%* 10.3% 25.0%

Previous VT ablation 18.0% 16.9% 18.5% 30.9% 14.3%†

SHD 64.7% 0% 100%* 100% 100%

IHD 48.2% 0% 74.5%* 0% 100%

Valvular heart disease 9.6% 0% 14.8%* 36.4% 7.5%†

Cardiomyopathy (dilative+hypertrophic) 14.1% 0% 21.8%* 54.5% 10.6%†

Hypertensive cardiomyopathy 7.2% 0% 11.1%* 25.5% 6.2%†

Symptoms

Palpitations 92.4% 94.9% 91.1% 90.4% 91.3%

Presyncope 13.0% 12.8% 13.1% 19.2% 11.2%

Syncope 10.3% 11.1% 9.9% 5.8% 11.2%

Previous resuscitation 3.6% 0.0% 5.6%* 3.8% 6.2%

Patients grouped into those without structurally normal hearts and with structural heart disease. In addition, a subgroup of patients from the structural heart disease group was analyzed.
This subgroup included patients without and with ischemic heart disease. Percentages or means�SD are shown. IHD indicates ischemic heart disease; LVEF, left ventricular ejection
fraction; NYHA, New York Heart Association; SHD, structural heart disease; SNH, structurally normal heart; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
*Significant (P<0.05) compared with no SHD group.
†Significant (P<0.05) compared with no IHD group.
‡Data available in 94% of patients.
§Data available in 43% of patients because of later inclusion of the variable in the study.
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regression including the logarithm of follow-up time as
covariate.20 Unadjusted hazard ratios or odds ratios with
95% confidence intervals were calculated in simple regres-
sion models as well as adjusted hazard ratios or odds
ratios in multivariable regression models. Variables were
selected regarding the results of forward and backward
selection procedures applying P<0.1 as threshold for entry
or stay, and statistically significant predictors were left in
the final models. In addition to SHD and age ≥60 years, the
following variables were considered clinically relevant and
tested as potential predictors: sex, diabetes mellitus,
implanted pacemaker or defibrillator, left ventricular ejec-
tion fraction (LVEF) known ≤30%, LVEF unknown, prior
resuscitation, incessant VT (defined as continuous sustained
VT lasting for several hours, which recurs promptly despite
repeat intervention for termination), focal ablation, hemo-
dynamic instability, procedural failure, length of stay, and
antiarrhythmics class I, class II, and class III at index
discharge. Variables selected for either event type are
shown in Table 1. Missing values of the explanatory
variables were imputed by means. P≤0.05 were considered
significant. All P values are results of 2-tailed tests. The
statistical computations were performed using the SAS
system release 9.3 (SAS Institute, Inc, Cary, NC) running on
a personal computer.

Results

Baseline Characteristics
The study population consisted of 118 (35.3%) patients with
SNH and 216 (64.7%) patients with SHD. Of the patients
with SHD, 74.5% were secondary to IHD, 14.8% to valvular
heart disease, 21.8% to dilative and hypertrophic cardiomy-
opathy, and 11.1% to hypertensive cardiomyopathy. No
patients with primary electrical heart disease were included.
Prior VT ablation had been performed in 18.0% of
patients. Ablation was predominantly performed with
patients in deep sedation (81.3%), and was rarely performed
without sedation (17.8%) or in full anesthesia and intubation
(0.8%).

Patients with SNH were significantly younger, with a higher
proportion of females, and had lower CHA2DS2-VASc risk
scores (1.1�0.8 versus 3.2�1.5, P<0.0001). Symptoms were
not statistically different between the 2 groups, with most
patients reporting symptoms of palpitations (SNH 91.1%, SHD
94.9%, P=0.21), which occurred at least once per month (SNH
85.2%, SHD 83.3%, P=0.64). Of note, no patients with SNH
experienced previous resuscitation, whereas 5.6% of patients
in the SHD group required resuscitation before enrollment.
More patients had drug-resistant clinical arrhythmias in the
SHD group (80.6% versus 61.9%, P<0.001).

Figure. Kaplan–Meier analysis comparing patients with structural heart disease (SHD) and patients with
structurally normal hearts (SNH). x-axis: Days after discharge; y-axis: proportion of patients surviving.
n indicates number of patients included in the assessment of survival at the respective follow-up date.
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In the SHD group, LVEFs were distributed as follows: 19.3%
of patients had LVEF >50%, 38.7% LVEF 31% to 50%, and
42.0% LVEF ≤30%. New York Heart Association (NYHA)
functional classes were as follows: 32.7% NYHA I, 37.4%
NYHA II, 28.4% NYHA III, and 1.4% NYHA IV.

Of the patients with SHD, an analysis of patients with and
without IHD (161 versus 55 patients) was performed. Patients
without IHD were younger, with lower CHA2DS2-VASc risk
scores (1.8�0.9 versus 3.8�1.2, P<0.0001), specifically with
less diabetes mellitus and systemic hypertension. Clinical
symptoms as well as their frequency of occurrence were
similar between the 2 groups. Patients without IHD had
generally better NYHA functional class classifications and
LVEFs (Table 1).

Characteristics of the Clinical VT
The clinical VT was more frequently hemodynamically unsta-
ble in patients with SHD (34.7% versus 12.7%, P<0.0001), and
was more frequently incessant (9.7% versus 2.7%, P<0.05).
The VT origin was predominantly from the left ventricle (LV) in
patients with SHD (84.4%), whereas in patients with SNH, the
majority of the patients had VT originating from the right
ventricle (78.5%). In the subgroup of IHD versus no IHD, there

were no significant differences between the 2 groups for
frequency of hemodynamic instability and incessant VT.

Procedural Techniques and Outcomes
Procedure techniques were as per the institutional standard of
the individual centers. Access to the heart included retrograde
aortic (56.4%) and antegrade transseptal (9.1%) access to the
LV and epicardial access (5.8%) (Table 2). LV access was
predominantly from a retrograde aortic approach compared
with an antegrade transseptal approach (SNH 28.2% versus
3.4%; SHD 71.8% versus 12.2%, respectively). Epicardial
access was required in 7.0% of the SHD group compared
with 3.4% of the SNH group (P=0.18). Retrograde access to
the LV was also more frequent compared with antegrade
access in both the IHD and no IHD groups. Epicardial access
was required more often in the no IHD group (14.8% versus
4.4%, P<0.01).

Electroanatomical mapping (3D) was performed in 67.9% of
patients. Conventional mapping was performed significantly
more frequently in patients with SNH (53.4% versus 19.2%,
P<0.0001), whereas more complex mapping was performed
with 3D-electroanatomical mapping in patients with SHD
(79.9% versus 45.7%, P<0.0001). An average of 1.7 VTs were

Table 2. Clinical VT Characteristics and Ablation Technique Used

Variable Total SNH SHD P Value Odds Ratio (95% CI)

Hemodynamically unstable VT 26.9% (90/334) 12.7% (15/118) 34.7% (75/216) <0.0001 3.65 (1.98–6.72)

Incessant VT 7.2% (23/319) 2.7% (3/112) 9.7% (20/207) 0.021 3.89 (1.13–13.38)

Origin of VT

RV 39.0% (124/318) 78.5% (84/107) 19.0% (40/211) <0.0001 0.06 (0.04–0.11)

LV 64.2% (204/318) 24.3% (26/107) 84.4% (178/211) <0.0001 16.80 (9.43–29.93)

Access

Arterial access 56.4% (186/330) 28.2% (33/117) 71.8% (153/213) <0.0001 6.49 (3.93–10.72)

Transseptal access 9.1% (30/330) 3.4% (4/117) 12.2% (26/213) 0.008 3.93 (1.34–11.55)

Epicardial access 5.8% (19/330) 3.4% (4/117) 7.0% (15/213) 0.18 2.14 (0.69–6.60)

3D mapping system 67.9% (224/330) 45.7% (53/116) 79.9% (171/214) <0.0001 4.73 (2.88–7.76)

Number of VTs induced 1.8�1.4 1.7�1.5 1.8�1.4 0.29

Length of procedure, min 160 (116;225) 134 (90;190) 180 (130;240) <0.0001

Length of RF application, s 574 (225;1359) 360 (180;876) 722 (298;1520) 0.001

Length of fluoroscopy, min 21 (10;32) 12 (7;22) 24 (12;35) <0.0001

Fluoroscopy dose, cGy9cm2 1977 (779;5500) 1055 (470;3708) 2770 (1116;6057) <0.0001

Acute ablation outcome

Success 78.0% (259/332) 82.1% (96/117) 75.8% (163/215) 0.19 0.69 (0.39–1.21)

Partial success 12.7% (42/332) 8.5% (10/117) 14.9% (32/215) 0.10 1.87 (0.88–3.96)

No success 9.3% (31/332) 9.4% (11/117) 9.3% (20/215) 0.98 0.99 (0.46–2.14)

Percentages, medians with quartiles, or means�SD are shown. CI indicates confidence interval; 3D, 3 dimensional; LV, left ventricular; min, minutes; RF, radiofrequency; RV, right
ventricular; s, seconds; SHD, structural heart disease; SNH, structurally normal heart; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
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induced in the patients from the SNH group compared with 1.8
VTs in the SHD group (P=0.29), and there was no difference
between the IHD and no IHD groups. In patients with SNH,more
focal ablation was performed (96.3% versus 63.5%, P<0.0001),
whereas more substrate modification/linear ablation was
performed in patients with SHD (36.5% versus 3.7%,
P<0.0001). For the IHD versus no IHD group, more patients
received focal ablation in the no IHD group (73.1% versus
60.3%, P=0.10), whereas more substrate modification/linear
ablations were performed in patients with IHD (39.7% versus
26.9%, P=0.10). Ablation success was achieved in a high
number of patients in both groups (SNH 82.1% versus SHD
75.8%, P=0.19), with only partial success, defined as success-
ful ablation of the clinical VT with persistence of a nonclinical
VT, in more patients from the SHD group (14.9% versus 8.5%,
P=0.10). Unsuccessful ablation was similar in both groups at
9.3%/9.4%. In the subgroup of IHD versus no IHD, ablation
success was achieved more frequently in the IHD group (80.1%
versus 63.0%, P<0.05).

Procedural data were as follows: The overall length of
procedures was longer in the SHD group (median 180 versus
134 minutes, P<0.0001), as were overall radiofrequency
application time (722 versus 360 s, P<0.01), overall fluo-
roscopy time (24 versus 12 minutes, P<0.0001), and overall
fluoroscopy dose (2770 versus 1055 cGy9cm2, P<0.0001).
Overall, there were no significant differences in procedural data
between the subgroups with IHD and without IHD (Table 2).

Anticoagulation was used during the procedure in the
majority of patients with heparin (SNH 95.4% versus SHD

88.1%, P<0.05) (no IHD 92.7% versus IHD 96.3%, P=0.28) and
levels were monitored using the activated clotting time.

Acute Complications and Outcomes
Periprocedural complications were low, with only 1 death
reported in the SHD group (0.5% versus 0.0%, P=0.46), and this
occurred in a patient with IHD. This was deemed to be from a
cardiac cause. No patients developed any other MACE or
MACCE end points periprocedurally. One patient from the
SHD/no IHD group developed a major bleeding complication
requiring intervention. Moderate complications included
requirement for resuscitation, atrioventricular fistula forma-
tion, pericardial effusion, and third-degree atrioventricular
block, the rates of which were not statistically different
between the 2 groups. Nonfatal VT recurrence before discharge
was 5.1% in the SNH group and 8.3% in the SHD group (P=0.27)
(Table 3). Of the IHD subgroup, there was nonfatal VT
recurrence in 8.1% with no IHD and 9.1% with IHD (P=0.81).

Themedian in-hospital staywas 3 days in the SNHgroup and
6 days in the SHD group (P<0.0001). There was no difference
between the group of patients with IHD and without IHD.

Acute Complications and Outcomes in Re-do
Procedure Versus First Ablation as the Index
Procedure
The incidence of moderate nonfatal complications was higher
in patients undergoing a re-do procedure as compared with

Table 3. Periprocedural Complications

Variable Total
Structurally
Normal Heart

Structural
Heart Disease P Value*

Odds Ratio (95%
Confidence Interval)

Periprocedural death 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%) 1.0

MACE (death, MI) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%) 1.0

MACCE (death, MI, stroke) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%) 1.0

Major complications
(death, MI,
stroke, major bleeding)

2 (0.6%) 0 (0.0%) 2 (0.9%) 0.54

Moderate complications 14/318 (4.4%) 5/114 (4.4%) 9/204 (4.4%) 1.0 1.01 (0.33–3.08)

Nonfatal resuscitation 2 (0.6%) 1 (0.9%) 1 (0.5%) 1.0

AV fistula 7 (2.2%) 1 (0.9%) 6 (2.9%) 0.43

Pericardial effusion 3 (0.9%) 2 (1.8%) 1 (0.5%) 0.29

Third-degree atrioventricular block 2 (0.6%) 1 (0.9%) 1 (0.5%) 1.0

Pulmonary embolism 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.9%) 0 (0.0%) 0.36

Cardiac surgery (emergency) 1 (0.3%) 1 (0.9%) 0 (0.0%) 0.36

VT recurrence before discharge 24 (7.2%) 6 (5.1%) 18 (8.3%) 0.38 1.70 (0.65–4.40)

Days in-hospital 5 (3; 10) 3 (2; 6) 6 (4; 11) <0.0001

Number (percentage) of patients, or median with quartiles are shown. MACE indicates major adverse cardiac events; MACCE, major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular events; MI,
myocardial infarction; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
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patients undergoing new-do procedures (10.5% versus 3.1%;
P=0.024). This difference was because of a higher incidence
of pericardial effusion, femoral atrioventricular fistula, and
pseudoaneurysm and need for resuscitation. Re-do proce-
dures were also associated with a higher recurrence rate
before discharge (13.3% versus 5.5%; P=0.029) and higher
rate of antiarrhythmic drug use (53.3% versus 39.1%;
P=0.043).

During follow-up, recurrence rates and antiarrhythmic drug
use did not differ between patients undergoing re-do and new-
do procedures.

Acute Complications and Outcomes After
Successful Versus Partially Successful
Procedures
The procedure was classified as successful in 259 (86.0%)
patients, and partially successful in 42 (14.0%) patients.
Patients did not show any differences with respect to baseline
characteristics and comorbidities. The complication rate, the
use of antiarrhythmic drugs at discharge, the re-ablation rate,
as well as the long-term success rate were similar between
both groups. However, a successful procedure resulted in a
lower in-house recurrence rate (4.6% versus 16.7%; P=0.003).

Discharge Management and Follow-Up
As expected, significantly more patients from the SNH group
were discharged without medications (16.1% versus 1.4%,
P<0.0001). A large number of patients from the SHD group
were discharged with b-blockers (81.9%) and angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitors or angiotensin receptor blockers
(71.6%). Angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitors/an-
giotensin receptor blockers were used more frequently in

patients with IHD compared with those without IHD (76.3%
versus 58.2%; P<0.05). With regard to AADs, more patients
from the SNH received class I AADs (12.9% versus 7.9%,
P=0.14), and more patients from the SHD received class III
AADs (47.0% versus 13.8%, P<0.0001). There were no
significant differences in AAD therapy between the IHD and
no IHD groups. Anticoagulation with warfarin occurred more
frequently in patients from the SHD group (31.6% versus 6.0%,
P<0.0001). Aspirin, clopidogrel, and warfarin were used more
frequently in patients with IHD versus no IHD (70.0% versus
49.1%; P<0.01; 19.4% versus 0.0%; P<0.001; 35.6% versus
20.0%; P<0.05, respectively) (Table 4).

Follow-up was successfully completed in 98.8% of patients
discharged alive (SNH 100%, SHD 98.1%, P=0.14; no IHD
92.7%, IHD 100%, P<0.01). Median follow-up was 18.8
(quartiles 14.7–25.4) months after index discharge. At
follow-up, a large number of patients with SNH ceased all
medications (16.1%–33.0%), mainly in b-blocker and aspirin
therapy. For the SHD group, medications were generally
maintained, with the exception of Class I AADs (7.9%–4.4%).
More patients in the IHD group maintained Class III AADs
compared with the no IHD group (52.9% versus 32.5%;
P<0.05).

In the SNH group, 6 patients (5.1%) were dead at the time of
follow-up and 36 (17.1%) in the SHD group, with 5 deaths
occurring in the no IHD and 31 in the IHD subgroup. Estimated
2-year mortality was significantly lower in the SNH group versus
the SHD group (3.5% [95% confidence interval 1.3%–9.2%]
versus 18.7% [13.5%–25.5%]; P<0.01) without significant
difference between the no IHD and IHD subgroups (12.3%
versus 20.5%; P=0.29). Similarly, MACE, MACCE, and major
complications occurred at a significantly lower rate (MACE:
3.5% [1.3%–9.2%] versus 19.7% [14.3%–26.8%]; P<0.01.
MACCE: 3.5% [1.3%–9.2%] versus 19.7% [14.4%–26.5%];

Table 4. Medications at Discharge

Variable Total SNH on Discharge SHD on Discharge P Value
Odds Ratio
(95% Confidence Interval)

No medication 6.6% (22/331) 16.4% (19/116) 1.4% (3/215) <0.0001 0.07 (0.02–0.26)

b-Blocker 71.0% (235/331) 50.9% (59/116) 81.9% (176/215) <0.0001 4.36 (2.64–7.21)

Class I AAD 9.7% (32/331) 12.9% (15/116) 7.9% (17/215) 0.14 0.58 (0.28–1.21)

Class III AAD 35.3% (117/331) 13.8% (16/116) 47.0% (101/215) <0.0001 5.54 (3.06–10.01)

Amiodarone 29.3% (97/331) 10.3% (12/116) 39.5% (85/215) <0.0001 5.67 (2.94–10.93)

Digitalis 3.9% (13/331) 0.9% (1/116) 5.6% (12/215) 0.035 6.80 (0.87–52.95)

ACEi/ARB 52.0% (172/331) 15.5% (18/116) 71.6% (154/215) <0.0001 13.74 (7.67–24.64)

Aspirin 59.8% (198/331) 50.9% (59/116) 64.7% (139/215) 0.015 1.77 (1.12–2.80)

Clopidogrel 9.7% (32/331) 0.9% (1/116) 14.4% (31/215) <0.0001 19.38 (2.61–143.9)

Warfarin 22.7% (75/331) 6.0% (7/116) 31.6% (68/215) <0.0001 7.20 (3.18–16.30)

AAD indicates anti-arrhythmic drugs; ACEi, angiotensin-converting enzyme inhibitor; ARB, angiotensin II receptor blocker; SHD, structural heart disease; SNH, structurally normal heart.
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P<0.01) in the SNH group. Rehospitalization wasmore frequent
for surviving patients with SHD (62.3% versus 46.5%; P<0.05)
with no significant difference between the no IHD and IHD
subgroups (52.4% versus 65.8%; P=0.12); however, both groups
were predominantly re-admitted for cardiac causes (Table 5).
There were no differences between the 2 groups for the number
of days in-hospital after re-admission (SNH 11.8�13.6 versus
SHD 19.3�27.5; P=0.12). Moderate complications include
syncope, transient ischemic attack, pulmonary embolism,
moderate bleeding, and revascularization and resuscitation,
with only revascularization occurring significantly more fre-
quently in the SHD group (5.5% versus 0%; P<0.05). However,
within the SHD patients, MACE, MACCE, and major and
moderate complication occurrences were similar between the
no IHD versus IHD groups. Nonfatal VT recurrence was not
different between the 2 groups (SNH 38.0% versus SHD 35.9%;
P=0.73; no IHD 36.4% versus IHD 35.7%; P=0.94).

At discharge after the index procedure, 48.8% of the
patients had an ICD implanted. The 2-year mortality rate in
patients with an ICD was 21.4% as compared with 5.7% in
patients without an ICD (P<0.001%). Following a successful
procedure, 2.7% of the patients received an ICD versus 8.2%
after a partially successful procedure or procedural failure
(P=0.032).

Predictors of Nonfatal VT Recurrence and
Mortality
During 21.0�8.0 months of follow-up, 42/329 (12.8%)
patients died and 102/278 (36.7%) experienced nonfatal VT
recurrence. Using proportional-hazards regression modeling,
the unadjusted predictors of 2-year mortality included age
>60 years old (hazard ratio [HR] 6.49 [2.54–16.60]), SHD (HR
5.21 [1.85–14.67]), prior resuscitation (HR 3.77 [1.34–
10.63]), LVEF ≤30% (HR 4.37 [2.27–8.44]), incessant VT
(HR 4.23 [1.85–9.67]), and the use of Class III AADs at
discharge (HR 4.17 [2.14–8.12]). Procedural failure (HR 2.12
[0.89–5.07]) and the use of Class I AADs (HR 1.88 [0.79–
4.49]) were not significant in unadjusted analysis. In a
multivariable model, age >60 years old (adjusted HR 5.56
[2.08–14.86]), incessant VT (adjusted HR 2.99 [1.27–7.07]),
LVEF ≤30% (adjusted HR 2.53 [1.21–5.31]), procedural failure
(adjusted HR 2.99 [1.27–7.07]), the use of Class I AADs
(adjusted HR 2.56 [1.05–6.26]) and of Class III AADs at
discharge (adjusted HR 2.16 [1.12–4.57]) were predictive of
mortality after ablation of VT.

In the proportional odds models, procedural failure was the
only statistically significant predictor of nonfatal VT recur-
rence after catheter ablation in unadjusted (odds ratio [OR

Table 5. Follow-Up Outcomes

Variable
Total (Discharged
Alive: n=333)

Structurally Normal
Heart (n=118)

Structural Heart
Disease (n=215) P Value

Odds Ratio (95% Confidence
Interval)

Successful follow-up 329 (98.8%) 118 (100%) 211 (98.1%) 0.14

Follow-up duration, d 572 (446;774) 572 (442;775) 572 (446;770) 0.96

Total death 42 (12.8%) 6 (5.1%) 36 (17.1%)

Cardiac death 16 (38.1%) 1 (16.7%) 15 (41.7%)

Noncardiac death 3 (7.1%) 1 (16.7%) 2 (5.6%)

Unknown 23 (54.8%) 4 (66.7%) 19 (52.7%)

Stroke/TIA (nonfatal) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%)

MI (nonfatal) 1 (0.3%) 0 (0.0%) 1 (0.5%)

MACE (death, MI) 43 (13.1%) 6 (5.1%) 37 (17.5%)

MACCE (death,
MI, stroke)

44 (13.4%) 6 (5.1%) 38 (18.0%)

Events among survivors n=287 n=112 n=175

Resuscitation 3/264 (1.1%) 1/102 (1.0%) 2/162 (1.2%) 0.85 1.26 (0.11–14.10)

Revascularization 9/265 (3.4%) 0/102 (0.0%) 9/163 (5.5%) 0.016

VT recurrence 102/278 (36.7%) 41/108 (38.0%) 61/170 (35.9%) 0.73 0.91 (0.56–1.51)

Recurrent VT Ablation 48/278 (17.3%) 21/108 (19.4%) 27/170 (15.9%) 0.44 0.78 (0.42–1.47)

Rehospitalization 148/263 (56.3%) 47/101 (46.5%) 101/162 (62.3%) 0.012 1.90 (1.15–3.15)

Cardiac cause 113 (76.4%) 33 (70.2%) 80 (79.2%)

Noncardiac cause 35 (23.6%) 14 (29.8%) 21 (20.8%)

Number (percentage) of patients or median with quartiles are shown. MACE indicates major adverse cardiac events; MACCE, major adverse cardiac and cerebrovascular events; MI,
myocardial infarction; SHD, structural heart disease; SNH, structurally normal heart; TIA, transient ischemic attack; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
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4.76 [1.78–12.75]) and adjusted analysis (OR adjusted for
SHD and age 4.89 [1.81–13.19]). Nonsignificant factors
included age >60 years old (OR 1.14 [0.70–1.86]), SHD (OR
0.90 [0.55–1.49]), incessant VT (OR 0.60 [0.19–1.92]), LVEF
≤30% (OR 1.12 [0.62–2.03]), and the use of Class III AADs at
discharge (OR 1.04 [0.61–1.79]) (Table 6).

Predictors of Nonfatal VT Recurrence in Patients
With SHD Versus SNH
In a separate analysis of VT recurrence in patients with SHD
and SNH, procedural failure was the only statistically signif-
icant predictor of nonfatal VT recurrence after catheter
ablation in patients with SHD in unadjusted (OR 3.37 [0.94–
12.04]) and adjusted analysis (OR 3.44 [0.96–12.32]) as well
as in patients with SNH in unadjusted (OR 7.52 [1.49–37.89])
and adjusted analysis (OR 7.92 [1.53–40.83]) (Table 7).

Discussion
We present the first multicenter, prospective German registry
of a large group of patients referred for first-time ablation of
VT to evaluate the safety and efficacy of catheter ablation for

the treatment of VT in a real-world scenario. To the best of our
knowledge, there has to date not been another German
registry including such a large study population.

Main Findings
The results of this study demonstrate that there are
substantial differences in patient and arrhythmia character-
istics between patient groups referred for ablation of VT.
These differences can lead to different ablation approaches
used, as well as differences in the procedural, acute, and
longer-term patient outcomes. This registry also identified
certain predictors of mortality and nonfatal recurrence that
may help guide cardiologists to decide how to best manage
individual patients.

Patient and Arrhythmia Characteristics
Our study identified that the overall distribution of patients
referred for catheter ablation of VT was at a ratio of 2:1 for
SHD:SNH patients. Those with SNH were younger, with lower
CHA2DS2-VASc risk scores. SNH patients were less likely to
have VTs that were hemodynamically unstable, that were

Table 6. Predictors of Mortality and Nonfatal VT Recurrence Using Regression Modeling at Follow-Up

Variable

Total Mortality Nonfatal Recurrence

Crude Hazard Ratio (95%
Confidence Interval)

Adjusted Hazard Ratio (95%
Confidence Interval)

Crude Odds Ratio (95%
Confidence Interval)*

Adjusted Odds Ratio (95%
Confidence Interval)*

Age >60 y 6.49 (2.54–16.60) 5.56 (2.08–14.86) 1.14 (0.70–1.86) 1.31 (0.76–2.28)

SHD 5.21 (1.85–14.67) 1.47 (0.46–4.72) 0.90 (0.55–1.49) 0.84 (0.48–1.47)

Incessant VT 4.25 (1.87–9.66) 2.99 (1.27–7.07) 0.60 (0.19–1.92) NS

Known LVEF ≤30% 4.37 (2.27–8.44) 2.53 (1.21–5.31) 1.12 (0.62–2.03) NS

Procedural failure 2.12 (0.89–5.07) 3.16 (1.28–7.75) 4.76 (1.78–12.75) 4.89 (1.81–13.19)

Use of Class I AADs at
discharge

1.88 (0.79–4.49) 2.56 (1.05–6.26) 2.12 (0.94–4.82) NS

Use of Class III AADs at
discharge

4.17 (2.14–8.12) 2.26 (1.12–4.57) 1.04 (0.61–1.79) NS

AADs indicates anti-arrhythmic drugs; LVEF, left ventricular ejection fraction; NS, not significant; SHD, structural heart disease; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
*Calculated in proportional odds model including logarithm of follow-up time.

Table 7. Predictors of Nonfatal VT Recurrence Using Regression Modeling at Follow-Up

Variable

SHD SNH

Crude Odds Ratio (95% Confidence
Interval)

Adjusted Odds Ratio (95% Confidence
Interval)

Crude Odds Ratio (95% Confidence
Interval)

Adjusted Odds Ratio (95% Confidence
Interval)

Age >60 y 1.12 (0.58–2.18) 1.18 (0.60–2.31) 1.44 (0.58–3.58) 1.60 (0.62–4.09)

Procedural
failure

3.37 (0.94–12.04) 3.44 (0.96–12.32) 7.52 (1.49–37.89) 7.92 (1.53–40.83)

SHD indicates structural heart disease; SNH, structurally normal heart; VT, ventricular tachycardia.
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incessant, and were less likely to have required prior
resuscitation. They had more drug-responsive arrhythmias.
This collection of characteristics would be consistent with the
pathologies that may cause SNH VT.21 Ventricular arrhyth-
mias such as those originating from the right ventricular
outflow tract were seen more often in this group, and these
arrhythmias have been previously shown to be associated
with a younger population.22–24 In fact, right ventricular
outflow tract VT can follow a benign course.25 In patients with
SHD, the underlying pathologies such as IHD, valvular heart
disease, and cardiomyopathies lead to a much more complex
substrate.26–28 These patients are more likely to have
cardiovascular risk factors, are often more unstable, have
more incessant arrhythmias, and are less likely to be
responsive to AADs.29,30 It was also seen in this registry that
these patients predominantly had VTs with origins in the LV.

In addition, the subgroup of patients with IHD were older,
had higher CHA2DS2-VASc risk scores, worse NYHA functional
class, and lower LVEFs, in line with the acquired nature of the
disease.

All patients with primary electrical diseases such as
Brugada syndrome, long QT syndrome, and arrhythmogenic
right ventricular cardiomyopathy were excluded in this study.
This decision was made because the underlying pathology of
these primary electrical diseases is distinct from other causes
of VT, which leads to different disease progression as well as
different treatment approaches.31–35

Procedural, Acute, and Long-Term Outcomes
Ablation success requires detailed mapping and adequate
radiofrequency lesion formation. In keeping with the cause of
VTs in SNH and SHD patients, SNH patients underwent more
ablations performed only using conventional approaches. This
group of patients more often had focal ablation, and the
length of the procedures, radiofrequency applications, and
fluoroscopy time and doses were significantly shorter com-
pared with ablation in SHD patients. Although the rate of
unsuccessful ablation was the same in both groups, there
were more patients who had partial success in the SHD group.
This reflects that SHD patients are more likely to have
complex substrates, and electrophysiologists are more likely
to be limited by procedural factors, such as time, radiofre-
quency application, and fluoroscopy exposure.10,28,36,37

Patients with IHD were also less likely to have epicardial
disease, which is in line with the predominantly endocardial
substrate from coronary artery stenosis/occlusion.38–40

However, they are more likely to receive substrate modifica-
tion/linear ablation, and had more ablation success. This is
likely secondary to these patients more frequently having
substrates with clear coronary artery distribution.13,40 The
comparable recurrence rate in the SHD and SNH group might

be explained by the fact that a 3D mapping system was only
used in about every second patient with SNH. In addition,
some patients in the SNH group might have had an
undiagnosed SHD.21 Since this is a registry study, no
standardized workup was required before enrollment. How-
ever, routine workup before a VT ablation procedure at that
time in Germany included at least a transthoracic echocar-
diogram and a coronary angiogram in most patients. Further-
more, ablation techniques and catheters have improved in the
past few years, very likely resulting in better ablation outcome
currently.41–43

The overall 12-month mortality rate at follow-up was 8.8%.
The mortality rate for patients with SHD was 12.2%, which is
in line with other studies36,44–46 and was similar in the nIHD
and IHD group. The 12-month mortality rate in the Multicenter
Thermocool Ventricular Tachycardia Ablation Trial was 18%.30

Interestingly, the mortality rate in the SNH group was 2.6%,
which is higher than in previous reports. In a study by Ventura
et al, for instance, the mortality rate during 10 years of
follow-up after right ventricular outflow tract–VT ablation was
only 5%.47 This low mortality rate might be explained by the
younger patient population in the latter group (50.5�15
versus 39�13 years). This surprisingly high mortality rate in
our study may indicate that VTs in patients without SHD might
not be as benign as previously thought.22 There was no
difference periprocedurally in the rates of MACE, MACCE, and
major complications between the 2 groups, as well as in the
subgroup of patients with and without IHD. However, at
12-month follow-up, patients with SHD experienced signifi-
cantly more MACE, MACCE, and major complications. There
were also more patients requiring resuscitation in the SHD
group, although there were no differences between patients
with or without IHD in regard to MACE, MACCE, and major
complications.

In a subgroup analysis of patients’ outcome after success-
ful versus partially successful procedures, recurrence rates
during hospital stay were higher after partial success, but
recurrence rate during follow-up was similar. This outcome
suggests that partial success with noninducibility of the
clinical VT may be a reasonable end point.

In regard to medical treatment, more patients with SHD
received Class III AADs on discharge and more patients with
SNH received Class I AADs. This is because of the high
prevalence of IHD in SHD patients. As expected, patients
with IHD also received more b-blockers and angiotensin-
converting enzyme inhibitors/angiotensin II receptor block-
ers, and antiplatelet/anticoagulation therapy. At 12 months,
more patients in the SNH group ceased medications;
however, medications were generally maintained in the
SHD group.

All this leads to longer hospital stays for patients with SHD,
with more re-admissions within the follow-up period. In line
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with previous studies, at the end of the follow-up period, there
were no differences in the rate of nonfatal VT recurrence
between the 2 groups, with an overall recurrence rate of
36.7%. Calkins et al reported a recurrence rate of 46% during
243�153 days of follow-up.37

Predictors of Mortality and Nonfatal VT
Recurrence
The end point of this study was to identify predictors of
mortality and nonfatal VT recurrence. After multivariate
logistic regression modeling, predictors of mortality were
the following: age >60 years old, incessant VT, LVEF ≤30%,
procedural failure, and use of Class I and III AADs at
discharge. The only predictor of nonfatal VT recurrence was
procedural failure. Because of the vast age difference, in this
study SHD was not a predictor of mortality or nonfatal VT
recurrence after adjustment, which is surprising given the
more complex nature of the diseases. However, the variables
predicting mortality were seen significantly more often in the
group with SHD, as well as in the subgroup of patients with
IHD. For SHD as for SNH, procedural failure independently
predicted VT recurrence. In SHD, procedural failure predicts
mortality; in SNH the number of events is too small to allow
for a meaningful analysis of predictors. In our study,
procedural failure was the only predictor for both mortality
and nonfatal VT recurrence; however, its frequency was not
different between the 2 groups.

Limitations
Firstly, although prospective, participation in this study is
voluntary for both the patient and the operator. Therefore,
patients who were not able to consent (eg, intubated patients)
could not be included in this registry. In addition, more
experienced operators might have been more likely to
participate in this registry. In addition, some procedures with
a very high complication risk might not have been included in
this registry. Therefore, the success rate might be overesti-
mated and the complication rate underestimated.

Secondly, this is a registry study, and all database studies
have inherent limitations in regard to follow-up and com-
pleteness of data collection. In addition, the follow-up data are
based on telephone interview, and not specifically on the
outpatient follow-up with the treating physician. However,
these data reflect more real-world data than data from clinical
trials.

Thirdly, although this is the largest German registry of VT
ablations to date, the total study population is moderate.
Therefore, the number of patients with MACE was low, and
overall mortality and nonfatal VT recurrence percentages were
12.5% and 36.7%, respectively. This leads to limitation in the

number of significant variables that could be identified for
predictors of mortality and nonfatal VT recurrence. However,
because VT ablation is often associated with high mortality
and nonfatal VT recurrence, recruitment may be restricted.

Fourthly, the variety of SHD was widespread, with the
majority of patients having IHD. Although a subgroup analysis
of patients with and without IHD was performed, the
pathologies are very different in the different causes for
SHD. However, because 75.6% of SHD patients had IHD, it is
unlikely that the major findings of this study would be altered.

Fifthly, our study did not include a baseline ECG. Data on
prevalence of atrial fibrillation, which is associated with an
increased mortality and incidence of stroke, are insufficient.

Clinical Implications
We know that management of VT in patients with SHD is
often complex, and that mortality and nonfatal VT recurrence
is frequent, even with optimal medical therapy and ICD
implantation. Given the recent data demonstrating that
inappropriate and even appropriate ICD discharges are
detrimental to patients’ morbidity and mortality, this study
showed that catheter ablation of VT can prevent recurrence at
12 months in 63.3% of all patients. Outcome during follow-up
was similar after partially successful and successful proce-
dures. These data suggest that noninducibility of the clinical
VT is a reasonable procedural end point for VT ablation. A
mortality rate of 17% in the SHD and 4.4% in the SNH group
highlights the importance of intensified treatment and close
follow-up in those patients. In addition, as the only predictor
for nonfatal VT recurrence was procedural failure, this
suggests that persistence to eliminate VTs during the
procedure is important for long-term mortality and nonfatal
VT recurrence. This highlights the importance of further
improvement of ablation techniques such as scar homoge-
nization, elimination of local abnormal ventricular activities,
substrate isolation, or technologies such as contact force
guided ablation that have the potential to improve the
outcome.

Conclusion
Our prospective multicenter German registry study identified
that an older age, incessant VT, procedural failure, highly
impaired LVEF, and use of Class III AADs at discharge were
independent predictors of mortality, and procedural failure
turned out to be the sole independent predictor for nonfatal
VT recurrence. This further emphasizes the importance of a
successful ablation procedure with successful elimination of
the clinical arrhythmia to reduce long-term mortality and
nonfatal VT recurrence.
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